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Source, citation: The Gentle Art of Swedish Death Cleaning (by) Margareta Magnusson  

 

cited p 1: so, if it is done sooner: can it be a celebration of your “leave” – ing sooner; also interestingly 

enough: this system ‘ “death” … “cleaning” ’ 

comes up frequently in the homeless life. 

   And is this the meaning of; funeral.  

---  
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Art notes: for blog art 62718? [date approx.] 

  While in homeless respite; after surgery look at ingredients: he-hah! I’m on a bed.  

With a tad of lotion  

Smear.  

Some taddling [who?] 

An “ “ interpretation 

And more lotion smear. 

More lotion? Images with smear  

Wads; 

Dedicated to the protection 

Of myself and the protection  

Of all so, deserving 

Don’t tell anyone, 

But it’s a 

Picture of my illness; 

[physical illness] 

[surgery]; 

And yes, another  

Picture  

Of … 
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Back to notes of 

Main source citation:  

cited: p.12 

Perhaps then is 

Another definition of funeral; 

And to change its turn 

To the better for one; 

Or perhaps [to the better for] the 
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Deceased: 

Perhaps only 

Let those 

“you like” 

“take things” 

As a procession- 

Like 

Memento? 

 

Here in this/ 

From scanning  

This book: [until this point] 

We have a  

Defining 

Description  

[work-able] 

Of an actual, and How to [have, keep, keep-sake, etc.] 

 funeral[s]. 

 

cited p.19 

   This reminds me 

Of placement in homeless 

Shelters and how 

Whenever someone leaves 

And-or is forced to leave; 
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It’s such as this. (from source, citation: ‘ “death” … “cleaning” ’) 

    As a reminder: 

Imagine a video of 

The (cited) East Hartford Shelter [empty & cleaned]; 

[why not for example] I mean  

Of course in the strange design space [but still full of beds and such]; then imagine a group enters to 

stag; I mean stage set-ups; then a second group enters [and these two groups are organized in (1) and 

(2) ] for actual attempt at shelter and the first group holds the second-group: captive, and hostage; 

coveting in demonstration every last increment of steal of bed; of the shelter space; something such as 

this, happened to me, … where the bodies emptied in the shelter are expected to empty out before 

housing ever uh, re-appears or appears for the first time [for them]; and then [the bodies are to?] never 

re-appear anywhere otherwise they will be falsely imprisoned and falsely charged; this, called by me the 

conception of Memento Funeral in body beings is never realized correctly by “staff”  

 

Homelessness as apparently are funerals are applications of deep philosophical components of 

existential being; and pardon me?  … ; but a certain Buddha-like aptitude is required to discern  

Uh, solutions as the applications in entropy practice translate malignancies in who is, entropy?  

 

 

 


